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SIX x-clear Ltd strengthens commitment in Scandinavia – Ann Flodström
appointed Head of the new representative office in Stockholm

Zurich, 18 August 2009 – SIX x-clear Ltd is intensifying its operations in Scandinavia by opening a
new representative office in Stockholm and appointing Ann Flodström, a highly regarded clearing
expert, as Head of Nordic Region.
The new local presence underscores SIX x-clear’s commitment in Scandinavia, where the company will
clear transactions as Central Counterparty (CCP) on the regulated Nasdaq OMX exchanges in Denmark,
Finland and Sweden as of January 2010.
In her role as Head of Nordic Region, Ann Flodström will primarily focus on strengthening client
relationships and supporting entities involved in clearing. In Ann Flodström, SIX x-clear is pleased to have
found an industry and market pro with an excellent track record to manage and develop the Nordic
markets. Ms Flodström’s qualities as a clearing expert are well-attested.
Marco Strimer, CEO of SIX x-clear: “We are pleased to deliver on our promise to the Scandinavian
market and are delighted to have found in Ann Flodström a highly qualified and proven expert with whom
we can forge ahead."
As an advocate of Competitive Clearing, SIX x-clear hereby takes a further important step towards panEuropean interoperability between CCPs. Freedom of choice and efficiency in the interest of the client are
essential prerequisites for creating more competition in securities trading.
Alongside the existing clearing services provided to the London Stock Exchange (LSE), Nyfix
Euromillenium and SIX Swiss Exchange, SIX x-clear is set to implement a series of new links for the most
prominent multilateral trading systems and regulated exchanges. These include Chi-X, BATS, Nasdaq
Europe, Liquidnet, Turquoise, Equiduct and Secfinex.
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Further information:
SIX SIS Ltd, Divisional Communications, Sara Bouachir
Phone: +41 (0)44 288 4561, Fax: +41 (0)44 288 5561
Email: sara.bouachir@sisclear.com
You can subscribe to the press releases via the following link in your RSS Reader:
http://www.sisclear.com/sis/de/feed-pr.xml

SIX x-clear Ltd acts as Central Counterparty for SIX Swiss Exchange and the London Stock Exchange (LSE)
and is a centre of competence for risk management within SIX Group's Securities Services division. The
company is licensed as a bank under Swiss law and enjoys the status of a Recognised Overseas Clearing
House in the United Kingdom. SIX x-clear offers efficient and cost-effective CCP clearing services in the
securities settlement domain. SIX x-clear is a subsidiary of SIX Group, which offers first-rate services
worldwide in the fields of securities trading and settlement as well as financial information and payment
transactions.
www.six-group.com; www.six-x-clear.com
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